Evidence-Based Practices to Improve Assessment of Dual Language Learners

INTRODUCTION
SLPs are tasked with evaluating dual language learners (DLLs), often without speaking the language the child uses most. New research is emerging to help SLPs better assess DLLs while considering their unique linguistic skills as well as their cultural diversity. This journal self-study explores emerging practices that SLPs can use to improve overall assessment quality and outcomes when working with diverse DLLs. These articles are from a two-part forum – Innovations in Clinical Practice for Dual Language Learners – published in the American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
You will be able to:
● Define the differences between single language scoring and conceptual scoring, and identify the pros and cons of each
● Explore universal features that can help identify language differences from disorders
● Evaluate how SLPs can use vocabulary growth and first language attrition to help differentiate language differences from language disorders in DLLs
● Explore how use of dynamic assessment can lead to improved outcomes for assessment of DLLs
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